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Supplier of pharmaceucal equipment in Russia 

 

MINIPRESS.RU 

The device for vacuum transportaon of powders and loose 

products in which a pneumac vacuum pump is used as a 

source of vacuum. With this vacuum conveyor, the materials 

could be fed directly from the container to a mixer, reactor, 

hopper, tablet press, packaging machine, vibrang screen and 

other pharmaceucal, food, chemical equipment. The use of 

this device will facilitate the laboriousness of work processes, 

put an end to contaminaon with powder and ensure 

compliance with GMP requirements. 

The capacity is 6000 kg per hour. Weight 200 kg. Made of 

high quality stainless steel. We provide detailed instrucons 

for the installaon of equipment and drawings of connecng 

dimensions Before shipping to the customer, machine is 

checked and tested in the producon. Completeness and 

working capacity is guaranteed. We maintain a stock of parts 

and consumables in the warehouse. The price is indicated 

taking into account customs payments in Russia and delivery 

to the city of the client.  

Founded in 1999 
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MANUFACTURER - CHINA  
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SPECIFICATIONS 

Vacuum conveyor powder "QV-05" 

Maximum producvity in ideal condions: 6000 kg per hour 

Air consumpon: 2880 liters per minute 

Supply air pressure: 0.6 MPa 

Diameter of the base: 420 mm 

Transporter height: 1250 mm 

Power supply: 220V 

Weight: 180 kg 

Shipping Weight: 210 kg 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

The manufacturer provides non-standard connectors for the vacuum conveyor and equipment, the results in 

the complete transmission of the aached circuit and no leakage, ensures the quality and cleanliness of the 

working area. Transportable materials: coee, dextrose, rice, acetylsalicylic acid sodium hydroxide, powdered 

milk powder, sugar, crushed alumina, detergents, bird feather, tea, aluminum powder, dry paint, sh meal, 

nuts, wheat our, boric acid, powder nickel, gelan powder, pea plasc granules, beer malt, yeast, coee 

beans, gunpowder, potato our, ferlizers, cocoa powder, dry glue, all kinds of powder materials. Vacuum 

ller is a vacuum lling device, using as a vacuum source a pneumac vacuum pump. With the help of 

vacuum, the llers can be fed directly from the container to the mixer, reactor, hopper, at press, investment 

device, vibrang sieve, drageeing boiler and disintegrator. The use of this device can ease the intensity of 

work loads, put an end to contaminaon with powder and ensure compliance with GMP requirements. 

Compressed air enters the vacuum pump and the discharge hopper. Vacuum ller forms an air ow under 

vacuum. Controlled by this air ow material is fed into the vacuum hopper through the hose (hose). Aer a 

while (the me needed for the process described above) the compressed air is separated, the pneumac 

vacuum pump can not generate (generate) a vacuum and a discharge hopper and, controlled by the 

pneumac cylinder, opens. Vacuum in the vacuum ller disappears, and the material is automacally fed to 

the press and the investment device. At the same me, compressed air, trapped in an air bag, blows the lter 

in the opposite direction, which leads to automac cleaning of the lter. Aer a while, the whole process 

begins and passes a new cycle. Vacuum ller is equipped with automac control of the level of the feed 

material. When the material level is higher than the batch in the hopper of the device supplying the material, 

the vacuum ller stops lling, but when the material level is lower, the vacuum ller starts to work 

automacally. 

 

+7(495)364- -38 08

VALUE  USD  12500.00  

PRICE ,  USD                                       10593 22

 VAT     1906,  USD                                       78

PRODUCTION TIME - DAYS                                                            30 40 

 ESTIMATED DELIVERY TIME - DAYS                                             30 40 

Payment is made in rubles to the account in Moscow 

at  the rate of the RF Cental Bank 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 Owner and supervisor

 
ROMAN TSIBULSKY 

 

OUR SERVICES FOR CLIENTS: 

 

1) TRAINING  WORK WITH VACUUM TRANSPORTERS OF POWDERS. TO

To all our customers who purchased equipment, we provide literature on work with 

the transportaon of powders and wiring diagrams. We carry out consultaons by 

phone and by correspondence, we help to solve arising dicules at manufacture 

on our equipment. We supply spare parts and consumables. We render services in

the help on realizaon of the equipment of transportaon of powder used. 

2) WE ACCESS THE PRODUCTION BY VACUUM SYSTEMS OF POWDER TRANSFER. 

We have a large range of addional equipment for working with powder and loose 

products. At the request of the client, we will select a model for installaon in a line 

   or  for a  separate  machine  for picking  up  powders  from containers,  or  feeding

powders into bunkers of devices. 

3) SPARE PARTS SUPPLY 

          We cooperate with manufacturers of vacuum conveyors and  we are engaged in

deliveries of spare parts for the equipment bought in our company. 

 


